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Chris' recent article gave a lot of thoughts. Yes indeed, for the public, why should
it matter in the least whether when criminals, getting what they have deserved,
would be chipped for security? Quoting Chris: &quot;Britain already has a system
whereby offenders can be electronically tagged and placed under police curfew,
rather than being sent to into prison.&quot; Well, do you see what I see:
&quot;Yes, you, dear citizen, can do even crimes and get away with them, if you
just let us monitor, what you do&quot; ... If even the prisoners can be released
and take the chipping as their &quot;penalty&quot;, then with what name or which
sentence would you call the chipping of ordinary people?

And, Chris, will it get any worse than this: Verichip really chipped the dead after
the Asian Tsunami - not even
death
could keep those people away from chipping. But, as has been the case for some
years now, VeriChip wants to chip every US
soldier
, too.

That leads me to other plans for soldiers. Penny Coleman is the widow of a
Vietnam veteran who took his own life after coming home. Her latest book,
&quot;Flashback: Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Suicide and the Lessons of
War&quot; gives frightening pictures: &quot;Pentagon, Big Pharma: Drug Troops
to Numb Them to Horrors of War&quot;: The Department of Defence is flirting with
the idea of medicating soldiers to desensitize them to combat trauma -- will an
army of unfeeling monsters result ?

But as we'll see here, this attempt to peddle magic pills to chase away the horrors
of war is just one front in a long-term, wide-ranging &quot;warfighter enhancement
program&quot; -- including the neurological and genetic re-engineering of soldiers'
minds and bodies to create what the Pentagon calls &quot;iron bodied and iron
willed personnel&quot;: tireless, relentless, remorseless, unstoppable .
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But it is not the first time drugs are being used to &quot;anti-relax&quot; troops in
front of an attack. The following genocide is such a horrible story altogether and
maybe the public knows not all the details (and it surely not needs to know). But
what is certain - and also has been confirmed, too - is that before this monstrous
attack
, the Hobeika troops had had a long session of &quot;meditation&quot;, involving
a lot of drugs - as the practise was.

Having all this knowledge of unmanned vehicles of war - land and air - makes
one wonder, what kind of a stages will the future battles be, at least for the human
soldiers? Obviously something &quot;stronger than man&quot; will then be
mandatory, to be able to somehow survive - physically and mentally. And how
does this zonked army then behave, against the innocent civilians? We have seen
it.

The leading Finnish PC-magazine, &quot; Tietokone &quot;, in its Oct. 2007
-issue had also a solemn article about these killing robots, &quot;Robots make
war&quot;.

Quote: &quot;The most critical factor is the ability of the machine to justify the
legitimacy of the target. The solution has been proposed, that the machine would
aim its firepower into a weapon. HUMAN CASUALTIES WOULD ONLY BE SIDE
DEFEATS. (The U.S.) army is also funding a project, which tries to create a
conscience for these robot fighters, that they would be able to do ethical
decisions. Enmity is however a political concept, which is hard to translate into
machine code&quot;.

Having said all this, it seems to me, that in the future battles there will be robot-like
robots and man-like &quot;robots&quot;. Once again we can clearly see,
comparing the present plans to the prophecies of Joel 2 and Revelation 9, that the
insanity of man has now brought the world on the edge of Armageddon. It is only
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a question of time now.

&quot;For they are the spirits of devils, working miracles, which go forth unto the
kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather them to the battle of that great
day of God Almighty. Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth, and
keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked, and they see his shame. And he
gathered them together into a place called in the Hebrew tongue
Armageddon.&quot; (Rev. 16:14-16)

&quot;Flee from the wrath to come&quot; (Matt. 3:7). &quot;Believe on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved
&quot; (Acts 16:31)
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